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Tony Pace Remembered

MASB President & CEO L. Anthony “Tony” Pace 

passed away unexpectedly in February. His 

exemplary life and career in marketing were 

celebrated by many friends and colleagues.

A forceful advocate for marketing accountability 

throughout his forty-year career, Tony made 

numerous contributions to media planning, 

creative strategy, digital media, sports marketing, 

and the financial value of  brands.  
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An Early Love of Sports

L. Anthony Pace was born Aug. 3, 1957, and grew 

up in Cranford and Summit, N.J. He started 

reading a daily newspaper while in elementary 

school so he could look at sports pages, scores 

and statistics. 

Pace attended the University of  Notre Dame 

where he worked at the school’s radio station, 

WSND, and was editor-in-chief  of  the Observer, 

where he started as a sports journalist. He earned 

his MBA in Finance at the Wharton School, where 

he decided a career in advertising would allow him 

to stay close to writing and sports. 
variety.com/2022/tv/news/tony-pace-dead-dies-subway-ad-executive-1235179303
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A Stellar Career in Marketing

In his early days, Tony worked on 

the media and creative agency 

side of  the business with clients 

including Kentucky Fried Chicken, 

Coca-Cola and Capital One.

He co-founded the global 

experiential firm Momentum, the 

first of  its kind.
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Growing A Brand

After Tony assumed the CMO position of  

Subway Restaurants, he grew the brand 

to #2 in market share in the U.S. and #1 in 

locations worldwide. 

During his tenure, Subway’s brand value 

– as tracked by Kantar’s annual Brand Z 

assessment – rose from unranked to #40 

with an estimated brand value of  over 

$22B.
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Caring About the Business

“Pace always cared about THE business as much 

as he cared about HIS business.

“Consequently, he was as animated when 

discussing the quest for that elusive sponsorship 

ROI metric as he was when exhibiting his fandom 

for Notre Dame, his favorite New York teams, or the 

many Subway ‘Famous Fan’ endorsers he signed, 

like Michael Phelps, Mike Trout or Justin Tuck.

“Tony cared about the business and the people in 

it,” said Tuck, now working at Goldman Sachs, 

post NFL, after earning a Wharton MBA. “Years 

after I worked for Subway, I was still calling him for 

advice. He always responded like he was my paid 

consultant.”sportsbusinessjournal.com/Journal/Issues/2022/02/21/In

siders/Marketing-and-Sponsorship

Justin Tuck and Tony Pace attend the 
NY Giants Justin Tuck VIP charity 
reception at the Beekman Beer Garden 
on May 30, 2012 in New York City
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Enthusiastic about the role marketing 

plays in advancing societal causes, Tony 

was active in not-for-profit organizations. 

He was a member of  the board of  

directors of  Mothers Against Drunk 

Driving (MADD), serving as its treasurer 

during the great recession. 

He also served as a business advisor to 

the American Heart Association both 

domestically and internationally.

Caring About Society
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Leading MASB

As President & CEO of  MASB, Tony launched 

the Sponsorship Accountability Metrics 

Project in collaboration with the ANA and 

contributed greatly to the Sponsorship 

Accountability blog series.

He was instrumental in the publication of  the 

Financial Value of  Brands Imperative, and 

through ANSI served as a branding and 

valuation expert on ISO Technical Committee 

289, playing a key role in the creation of  ISO 

20671, the first international standard for 

brand evaluation.

Sponsorship Panel • MASB Winter Summit 2018
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Tony on Marketing Accountability

“If  there is good marketing accountability, economic growth 

on a macro level will be greater. A lot more needs to be done 

to make sure that money goes to the things that marketers 

know will drive their individual enterprise and the economy 

as a whole. That’s the reason we’re doing this.”

Tony Pace, MASB Fall Summit 2021
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Remembering Tony

Our remembrance of  Tony as well as the Marketing industry’s 

tributes are available at themasb.org/tony-pace-tributes/.
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